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Photos: How Hetch Hetchy Valley went from natural paradise to concrete basin
Before Hetch Hetchy became San Francisco's water source, the scenic canyon was often compared in its grandeur to nearby Yosemite Valley. Rare photos show the transformation of Hetch Hetchy Valley from untouched paradise to the concrete basin.

Quit playing or have heart surgery? The open heart surgery that also ran the risk of killing him. Which cases require surgery? On Sept. 27, 2018, Lopez underwent a six-hour surgery.

Letters: COVID deaths of the unvaccinated are part of the natural order
hesitancy or refusing to get a simple safe and effective preventative shot is evidence of the natural order that nature imposes upon all of us.

**Transgender man's suit against Dignity Health for surgery refusal allowed to go forward**

Top Court allows suit over gender identity By Bob Egelko The Supreme Court on Monday allowed a Northern California transgender man to sue a Catholic hospital chain for refusing to perform surgery on him. But

**COVID vaccinations provide better protection than natural immunity, CDC study shows**

The report, published Friday, found that COVID-19 vaccines were 5.49 times more effective
in preventing infection from the virus than natural immunity derived from a previous infection. Studies are

49ers' Javon Kinlaw has season-ending surgery; Trey Lance clear for Sunday

49ERS BEAT Kinlaw has surgery; Lance cleared to play in Chicago By Eric Branch Defensive tackle Javon Kinlaw had season-ending knee surgery this week in an effort to resolve issues that weren't rectified when he

A's suspended outfielder Ramón Laureano has surgery for core injury

"But the fact that he had surgery on it, obviously it was a problem for him and he's trying to get everything cleaned up
and be fully healthy when he comes back next season. Laureano had the surgery performed by

**Symphony after brain surgery**
The news comes almost three months after Thomas, who served 25 years as music director and is now the orchestra's music director laureate, withdrew from all public appearances as he recovered from surgery for a brain tumor.

**A's shortstop Elvis Andrus has surgery for fibula fracture**
By Matt Kawahara SEATTLE - A's shortstop Elvis Andrus, who sustained a left fibula fracture at the end of Saturday's game, had surgery Wednesday and is expected to be ready for spring
training next year, the

Plan the Best Day Ever in Oakland's Temescal neighborhood Expect spicy East African stew, flaky Malaysian flatbread, funky natural wines and tons of cute boutique stores to explore.

49ers' Dre Greenlaw will have surgery; Javon Kinlaw back at practice 49ers beat Greenlaw will require surgery to repair groin By Eric Branch WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, W.Va. - As it turns out, the 49ers had three starters sidelined by significant injuries in their season opener.

Oakland is full of hip natural wine bars. Owner Claire Sullivan says it will feature not-too-funky natural wines,
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